Monthly Selected Acquisitions List

February 2021

**Administrative Law**

TC Law Library General Collection KJE121 .G66 2020

The changing administrative law of an EU member state: the Italian case Domenico Sorace, editor. Cham, Switzerland Springer 2021
TC Law Library General Collection KKH2720 .C43 2021

TC Law Library General Collection K559 .O94 2021

The sound of silence in European administrative law Dacian C. Dragos, editor. Cham, Switzerland Palgrave Macmillan 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5602 .S65 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5794 .K64 2019

**Animal Law**

TC Law Library Reserve KF390.5.A5 F73x 2021

**Antitrust**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865012930001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865012930001701)

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6456 .S25 2019

TC Law Library Reserve KF1649 .H672 2021
Antitrust (cont’d)
TC Law Library General Collection KF1649 .W47 2020

Banking & Finance
Banking supervision and criminal investigation: comparing the EU and US experiences Lasagni, Giulia author. Cham, Switzerland Springer 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K5215 .L37 2019

Bankruptcy
The 2020 Bankruptcy Institute Bankruptcy Institute (2020) Saint Paul, Minnesota Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2020
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.31

Business Organizations
Corporate finance in a nutshell Haas, Jeffrey J. author. St. Paul, MN West Academic Publishing 2021
Fourth edition.
TC Law Library Reserve KF1428 .H33x 2021

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51846619700001701

TC Law Library General Collection (GENW) KFD213 .F59333

Civil Practice & Procedure
2020 survey of federal class action law: a U.S. Supreme Court and circuit-by-circuit analysis Chicago, Illinois American Bar Association Litigation Section 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF8896 .C37 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF 418 .C48 B47x 2021

Civil Rights
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864638200001701

Commercial Law
TC Law Library General Collection KD1650 .B4 2021

Law and Practice of the Common Commercial Policy : The first 10 years after the Treaty of Lisbon Michael Hahn (editor) ; Guillaume Van der Loo (editor) Leiden ; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518663236200001701
Constitutional Law

A.V. Dicey and the common law constitutional tradition: a legal turn of mind Mark D Walters 1965- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865522770001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866327020001701

Current issues in Australian constitutional law: tributes to Professor Leslie Zines Alexandria, NSW The Federation Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KU1749 .C87 2020

Democratic crisis and global constitutional law C. J. Thornhill (Christopher J.), 1966- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865523460001701

TC Law Library General Collection K3165 .G75 2020

One vote away: how a single Supreme Court seat can change history Cruz, Ted, 1970- author. Washington, D.C. Regnery Publishing a division of Salem Media Group 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KF8748 .C78 2020

Proportionality in Australian constitutional law Chordia, Shipra, author. Alexandria, NSW The Federation Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KU1750 .C46 2020

TC Law Library General Collection K3165 .G56 2020

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866107750001701

Contracts

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865012870001701

Courts

Armed with swords & scales: law, culture, and local courtrooms in London, 1860-1913 Sascha Auerbach (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865524280001701

Criminal Justice

EU criminal justice: fundamental rights, transnational proceedings and the European Public Prosecutor's office Tommaso Rafaraci, editor. Cham, Switzerland Springer 2019
TC Law Library General Collection HV9960.E85 E92 2019
Criminal Justice (cont’d)
Prison by any other name: the harmful consequences of popular reforms Maya Schenwar (author); Vikki Law (author); Michelle Alexander (writer of foreword) New York: The New Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864997730001701

The law of disclosure: a perennial problem in criminal justice Ed Johnston (editor); Tom Smith (Thomas) (Lecturer in law) (editor) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864639660001701

Criminal Law & Procedure
A drunkard’s defense: alcohol, murder, and medical jurisprudence in nineteenth-century America Michele Rotunda (author) Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326990001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326960001701

The politics of federal prosecution Christina L. Boyd (author); Michael J Nelson (Political scientist); Ian Ostrander; Ethan D Boldt New York, NY: Oxford University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866916090001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866916030001701

Data Protection
Data protection and privacy: data protection and artificial intelligence Dara Hallinan (editor); Ronald Leenes (editor); Paul De Hert (editor) Oxford, UK; New York, NY: Hart Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA5186661077200001701

Discrimination
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA5186661076900001701

Dispute Resolution
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.32

Domestic Relations
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51845871010001701

Environmental Law
TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .W369 2020
Environmental Law (cont’d)

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51846175230001701

TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .R433 2020

Food & Drug Law

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) HV5822.M3 B74 2019

Freedom of Speech

The fight for free speech : ten cases that define our First Amendment freedoms Ian Rosenberg (author) New York : New York University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326930001701

Government & Politics

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864609170001701

Human Rights

A philosophical introduction to human rights Mertens, Thomas Johannes Marie, 1955- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA Cambridge University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .M473 2020

TC Law Library General Collection K3240.5 .S54 2020

Coercive human rights : positive duties to mobilise the criminal law under the ECHR Laurens Lavrysen (editor) ; Natasa Mavronicola (editor) Oxford, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Hart Publishing 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865012900001701

Due diligence obligations in international human rights law Maria Monnheimer 1988- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865525210001701

EU human rights, international investment law and participation: operationalizing the EU foreign policy objective to global human rights protection Kube, Vivian author. Cham, Switzerland Springer Nature 2019
TC Law Library General Collection JC599.E85 K83 2019

Health as a human right : the politics and judicialisation of health in Brazil Octávio Luiz Motta Ferraz 1971- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865526010001701

Human Dignity and International Law Andrea Gattini (editor) ; Philippa Webb (editor) ; Rosana Garcianid (editor) Leiden ; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866325840001701
Human Rights (cont’d)
Human Rights Human Wrongs In the Scale of Human Conscience. Milton : Taylor & Francis Group 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51845931300001701

International human rights law and crimes against women in Turkey : legislation on so-called honour killings Ayşe Güneş (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518667968600001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518645851200001701

TC Law Library General Collection KHD3003 .U68 2021

Immigration
Forever prisoners: how the United States made the world's largest immigrant detention system Young, Elliott, 1967- author. New York Oxford University Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection JV6483 .Y68 2021

Indigenous Peoples
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518646446900001701

Indigenous-industry agreements, natural resources and the law Ibironke T. Odumosu-Ayanu (editor) ; Dwight Newman (editor) New York : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518646435900001701

Insurance
Irrevocable life insurance trusts: with eFormbook Saint Paul, Minnesota Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2020
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.34

Intellectual Property
TC Law Library Reserve KF3180 .S34 2021

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.29

The Cambridge handbook of copyright limitations and exceptions Shyamkrishna Balganesh (editor) ; Wee Loon Ng-Loy (editor) ; Haochen Sun (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA518655232500001701

International Law
A place outside the law: forgotten voices from Guantanamo Honigsberg, Peter Jan author. Boston Beacon Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection HV6432 .H67 2019
International Law (cont'd)

Bio Law and International Criminal Law: Towards Interdisciplinary Synergies Caroline Fournet (editor); Anja Matwijkiw (editor) Leiden; Boston: Brill | Nijhoff 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51847432550001701

China's Maritime Boundaries in the South China Sea Historical and International Law Perspectives. Milton: Taylor & Francis Group 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51845930730001701

TC Law Library General Collection K4105 .S44 2021

Imagining justice for Syria Van Schaack, Beth author. New York, NY Oxford University Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KMU157 .V36 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6260 .J58 2020

International law in disaster scenarios: applicable rules and principles Zorzi Giustiniani, Flavia, author. Cham, Switzerland Springer 2021

Investments in Conflict Zones: The Role of International Investment Law in Armed Conflicts, Disputed Territories, and 'Frozen' Conflicts Tobias Ackermann (editor); Sebastian Wuschka (editor) Leiden; Boston: Brill | Nijhoff 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866323830001701

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6787 .J87 2020

Peacekeeping, policing, and the rule of law after civil war Robert A. Blair 1982- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866774450001701

Publicity in international lawmaking: covert operations and the use of force Marie Aronsson-Storrier (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865524120001701

Revolutions in international law: the legacies of 1917 Kathryn Greenman (editor); Anne Orford (editor); Anna Saunders 1988- (editor); Ntina Tzouvala (editor); University of Melbourne. Law School (host institution) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865525180001701

TC Law Library General Collection KZ218 .P54 no. 82

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865022830001701
International Law (cont'd)

The humanitarian fix : navigating civilian protection in contemporary wars Joe Cropp (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866762210001701

The Politics of International Criminal Law Holly Cullen (editor) ; Sean Richmond 1978- (editor) ; Philipp Kastner (editor) Leiden ; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866324790001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864643360001701

International Trade

Modern law of international trade: comparative export trade and international harmonization Srivastava, Ajendra, author. Singapore Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3943 .S75 2020

Judges

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866796770001701

Jurisprudence

Challenges to Legal Theory : Essays in Honour of Professor José Iturmendi Morales María José Falcón y Tella (editor) ; Juan Antonio Martínez Muñoz (editor) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865023250001701

Legal rules in practice : in the midst of law's life Baudouin Dupret (editor) ; Julie Colemans (editor) ; Max Travers (editor) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51847502140001701

The Cambridge companion to legal positivism Torben Spaak (editor) ; Patricia Mindus Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865526530001701

Law of the Sea

The law of the sea and climate change : solutions and constraints Elise Johansen Dr. (editor) ; Signe Veierud Busch (editor) ; Ingvild Ulrikke Jakobsen 1974- (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865524360001701

Law—England

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865523520001701

Law—United Arab Emirates

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864634910001701
Law—United States

TC Law Library Reserve KF385 .B66x 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KF4581 .B73 2021

Legal Education

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865523600001701

Legal History

TC Law Library General Collection KD5020 .H85 2020

Cultures of Law in Urban Northern Europe Scotland and Its Neighbours C. 1350-C. 1650. Milton : Taylor & Francis Group 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51845931660001701

TC Law Library General Collection KD8362 .F35 2020

Treason and rebellion in the British Atlantic, 1685-1800: legal responses to threatening the state Rushton, Peter author. London ; New York Bloomsbury Academic 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KD8020 .R87 2020

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

Advanced introduction to legal research methods Hirsch Ballin, Ernst author. Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA, USA Edward Elgar Publishing 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K85 .H57 2020

Empirical legal research: a primer Bos, Kees van den, 1965- author. Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton MA, USA Edward Elgar Publishing 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K85 .B67 2020

TC Law Library Reserve KF250 .H34x 2021

Literature & the Arts

Film and constitutional controversy : visualizing Hong Kong identity in the age of "one country, two systems" Marco Wan (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865525770001701

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS228.L39 S57 2020
Literature & the Arts (cont’d)
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR6101.B37 T35 2020

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3607.A885 S97 2020

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PN1997.2 .T768 2020

Mass Media
TC Law Library General Collection K4240 .J69 2020

Medical Law
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326840001701

Practice of Law
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864645370001701

Private Law
Justifying private rights Simone Degeling (editor) ; Michael J.R Crawford (John Rooke) (editor) ; Nicholas A Tiverios (editor) Oxford, UK ; New York, NY : Hart Publishing 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326870001701

Professional Ethics
Ethics : new trajectories in law Louis E. Wolcher (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51864550920001701

Property
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866108100001701

Securities
TC Law Library General Collection KF1444.A364 A198 2021

TC Law Library Reserve KF1439 .H393 2021
Securities (cont’d)
TC Law Library Reserve KF1440 .R37 2021
TC Law Library Reserve KF1439 .H39 2021

Sports
TC Law Library General Collection K3702 .H37 2020

Statutory Interpretation
Statutory interpretation : pragmatics and argumentation Douglas N. Walton (author) ; Fabrizio Macagno (author) ; Giovanni Sartor (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51848045890001701

Taxation
TC Law Library Reserve KF241.T38 R5 2021
TC Law Library Reference Office KF241.T38 R5 2021
TC Law Library General Collection K4460 .D96 2020

Technology
Legal services and digital infrastructures : a new compass for better governance Daniela Piana (author) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1q7ssba/UMN_ALMA51864627710001701
Regulating artificial intelligence : binary ethics and the law Dominika Ewa Harasimiuk (author) ; Tomasz Braun Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866771870001701
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51865525860001701

Torts
TC Law Library General Collection KF8896 .S65 2020

Trade Regulation
The 2020 Midwest Legal Compliance Conference Saint Paul, Minnesota Minnesota Continuing Legal Education Inc 2020
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.33
Transitional Justice
Reconciliation after war: historical perspectives on transitional justice Rachel Kerr (editor); Henry Redwood 1988-; James Gow Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866772200001701

Trial Practice
TC Law Library Reserve KF8915.Z9 M33 2021

Trials
I have struck Mrs. Cochran with a stake: sleepwalking, insanity, and the trial of Abraham Prescott Leslie L. Rounds (author) Kent, Ohio: The Kent State University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866326900001701

Wills, Trusts & Estates
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.28

Workers' Compensation
The 2020 Workers' Compensation Institute Workers' Compensation Institute 2020) (35th: Saint Paul, Minnesota Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2020
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2020 no.30